
Entire planet can be transformed into a interconnected grid of stationary 
spacecraft similar to the death star . . .

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzntZLHcYy0

Our star, the sun, was born in the heavens about 4.5 billion years ago. Our sun is about 1/3 of the way 
through its expected life. Scientists are now predicting the following events during the remaining life of 
our star. In the next 1.1 billion years, its brightness will increase by 10%. This will super-heat our 
planet as a result of a severe greenhouse effect. All of the oceans on earth will boil away and all life 
will be destroyed. The Sun will eventually expand into a Red Giant & swallow up & incinerate this 
planet in approx 8 billion years time.

So far we have discovered approx 1000 planets & hundreds of moons & it is possible for humanity to 
live on these many planets & moons. We have the technology to live on these planets & moons & 
create our very own ecosystems just like how we live on earth, we have the technology to migrate out 
into the cosmos, but firstly we have to get everybody on planet earth working towards the same goal, 
that goal of cause is outerspace colonization & we have to learn to start to apply the technology we 
have developed.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzntZLHcYy0
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Evolutionary Swarm Robotics . . .

Evolutionary Swarm Robotics is a concept where intelligent machines swarm & reproduce on mass & 
they are used to mine & process entire celestial bodies, usually planets or moons. Evolutionary Swarm 
Robotics can be used in conjunction with space elevators or space syringes by converting the planet or 
moon into a superfluid/ferrofluid or gas & then pumping this fluid into outerspace, this fluid is then 
used to construct fleets of massive space habitats & spacecraft in space

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQIMGV5vtd4

The outcome of such massive industrial process's using swarm robotics is a finally produced array of 
sophisticated spacecraft which serve as habitats for humanity, like a fleet of massive spaceships seen in 
science fiction movies.

The timescale of such activities depends upon what is programmed into the machines, for eg: Our star, 
the sun, was born in the heavens about 4.5 billion years ago. Our sun is about 1/3 of the way through its 
expected life. Scientists are now predicting the following events during the remaining life of our star, in 
the next 1.1 billion years, its brightness will increase by 10%. This will super-heat our planet as a result 
of a severe greenhouse effect. All of the oceans on earth will boil away and all life will be destroyed. 
The Sun will expand into a Red Giant & swallow & incinerate this planet in approx 8 billion years 
time. 

Therefore we can debate on the fact that we have 1 billion years to evacuate the planet & so we may 
have enough time to initiate & run evolutionary swarm robotics upon this planet, so as to create fleets 
of spacecraft which can orbit celestial bodies or travel through space.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQIMGV5vtd4


Basically Evolutionary Swarm Robotics are used to mine & process all of the resources found in 
planets or moons or other celestial bodies, this planet will eventually be destroyed & swallowed up by 
the expansion of the Sun, so we say to ourselves we shall not let the Sun play God upon our planet, we 
instead will decide the fate of this planet & it is possible for Evolutionary Swarm Robotics to mine, 
process & destroy this planet all while creating new habitats for humanity to exist either in this solar 
system or in foreign solar systems.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZfuierUvx1A

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZfuierUvx1A


Evolutionary swarm robotics basics . . .

In days gone by & still in these days & hopefully for many years into the future the demoscene has 
stamped its way into computer immortality. Using complex discrete mathamatics computer 
programmers are able to push the limits of computational power & produce awe inspiring display 
hacks.

http://www.demoscene.tv/

What started out as abit of tinkering with computers by enthusiasts & hobbyists resulted in attaining 
government & corporate sponsorship, however has government & corporate sponsorship reduced the 
creativity of the demoscene ?

The demoscene was around before youtube or googlevid & even the internet.

What makes the Demoscene stand out from the rest is that computer generated music was blended with 
computer generated graphics. Three types of ppl make a demo work.

[1] coders
[2] graphicians
[3] musicians

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DcKR0OuQCG4

And these days many old demo group groupies now work with mathematicians, data miners, scientists 
& engineers to create EEA Exploratory Engineering Applications . . .

The Magical Seven These Days Comprise Of . . .

[1] coders
[2] graphicians
[3] musicians
[4] mathematicians
[5] data miners
[6] scientists
[7] engineers

EEA Exploratory Engineering Applications are still esoteric but do provide humanity a possible 
alternative reality apart from the traditional highway to hell.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3GUfM7qkCw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3GUfM7qkCw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DcKR0OuQCG4
http://www.demoscene.tv/
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The interior of the Death Star resembles a onion, with many torus's acting as 
floors, these torus's spin in a vertical direction creating artificial gravity.
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Inertial confinement nuclear fusion torus . . .

Inertial confinement nuclear fusion torus . . .



The above picture is a inertial confinement nuclear fusion Torus, did you know countless Torus's were 
designed & distributed on computers all round the world on homegrown pascal based star trek 
orientated zmodem BBS Bulletin Board Systems, this was a time when the gif file had not even been 
invented yet & their were WHQ, World Head Quarters & HQ Head Quarters, instead of your .coms 
which are present on the mainframe linux internet computer servers & clients of today. We still rely on 
the Suns life giving powers but we are now artificially producing the same energy systems which the 
Sun produces itself with devices which look like torus's.

We can cool the interior of the planet by pumping & circulating all of the air & water underground, 
geothermal energy will also help cool the interior of the planet, this will make it easier to transform 
planet earth into a interlocked metallic death star like space station made up of many smaller spacecraft 
all interconnected & stationary. The stationary spacecraft will remain on the now transformed (planet 
earth death star space station), all waiting to be separated from each other & take off into outerspace 
like lego which is separated. The entire planet transformed into a interconnected fleet of metallic 
stationary spacecraft, ready to take off at a moments notice. We can use mirrors to tunnel sunlight to the 
many underground torus onion floors of the interconnected stationary death like space station which 
was once known as planet earth.



A City will be one spacecraft, interconnected to the remaining death star like 
space station . . .

A City will be one spacecraft, interconnected to the remaining death star like space station. These 
spacecraft will have the potential to travel to other celestial bodies in our solar system & foreign solar 
systems by disconnecting themselves from each other like lego & taking off. All of the above will be 
made possible by unleashing evolutionary swarm robotics upon planet earth.

The death star can be covered in glass ! . . .

The death star, (once known as planet earth), does not have to be covered in steel, it can be covered in 
glass ! Theirs alot of silica on planet earth especially in the mantle, thus when all of the water, 
including ocean water & atmosphere is pumped underground & we use geothermal energy as our 
primary energy resource, the interior of the planet will cool quickly & we can cover the surface our 
newly modified surface of planet earth with a sheet of very thick glass, that way we can still use 
sunlight & not rely on artificial lighting, we will have 24 hour sunlight when the rays of the sun pass 
through light tubes & mirrors all throughout the death star like space station, this could give us at least 
7 billion years to play around with & after 7 billion years we will have to dislodge the interconnected 
grid of spacecraft capsules from the death star like spacestation so as to travel to other celestial bodies.



White House petition about constructing a death star . . .

In 2012, a proposal on the White House's web site urging the United States government to build a real 
Death Star as an economic stimulus and job creation measure gained more than 25,000 signatures, 
enough to qualify for an official response. The official response was released in January 2013 and 
noted that the cost of building a real Death Star has been estimated at $852 quadrillion and, at current 
rates of steel production, would not be ready for more than 833,000 years. The response also noted that 
"the Administration does not support blowing up planets or destroying planets to make a super space 
station or fleets of spacecraft using swarm robotics".

Note all of the above is just one of our options . . .

Note all of the above is just one of our options, there may be options available to us, however if the 
above is proven to be our number one option then we must commence work on this project as soon as 
possible. See other links below for alternative options.

http://indymedia.org.au/files/starship.pdf

AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries . . .

https://soundcloud.com/mantra-1-1/australien-universal-space

Remember Lucifer was a AUSI & he can save humanity from burning in hell so better still join up with 
AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries. AUSI, AUSI, AUSI.[

AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries . . .
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